
Scrapbook albums come in all shapes, sizes, 
and colors, but rarely are they decorated to  
suit my needs. When I saw this album, I knew 
with a few designs from the ScanNCut2 and a 
little crafting, it could become the customized 
album of my holiday dreams. Whether you are 
creating a little brag book or just want to  
customize your vacation album, this project  
tutorial will show you how easy and fun the 
ScanNCut2 makes a project like this  
come together! 

Noel Scrapbook 
Album

May Flaum

MATERIALS: 
ScanNCut Machine; felt with adhesive backing; rhinestones and 

Rhinestone Starter Kit; fabric-covered album; Glitter Transfer 

Sheet; an iron

step 1. Place felt with adhesive/iron-on material set onto a mat and load into the 

ScanNCut machine. Select the “Tree” pattern, with a height of 9 ½". Scan your 

mat to determine location of tree and trunk, and then cut out the pieces.
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step 2. Once cut out, place pieces onto album cover and iron to set. 

step 3. Place Glitter Transfer Sheet (matte side up) onto a mat and load into the  

ScanNCut. Select built-in design “Noel”  and size to 8" wide. Scan the material to 

determine placement of the word, and be sure to flip the word backwards.

Tip: When cutting out words from 
Glitter Transfer Sheet, you must flip so 
that it is reversed in order for it will cut 
properly.

step 4. Once cut, carefully remove the word from the Glitter Transfer Sheet. Iron “Noel” 

into place on the album cover.
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step 5. Applying designs you've previously used, place some rhinestones in a line, using 

the Rhinestone Starter Kit (sold separately) and box. Pick them up with the Transfer 

Sheet and iron into place.

Tip: Working on a project like this (with leftover scraps, or designs previously 
used) is a great way to get more from your Rhinestone Kit. Because of the 
spacing of the rhinestones, you’ll get perfectly spaced stones every time.

step 6. Repeat Step 5 as desired to add more rhinestones to the album until complete. 

Colors and specifications may vary by model.


